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Combo™ player 
 

 

New Functions 
 Comprehensive combination of 

music delivery devices 
 One or two zones of playback 
 Blue screen LCD user 

interface with 4 lines of 
information 

 Shortcut buttons and easy 
navigation through music and 
messaging programs 

 Rich mixing and messaging 
capabilities for customized 
entertainment 

 

Turn On Flexibility and Control 
 
PlayNetwork’s Combo™ C400 hard drive store-and-play music player, is a comprehensive platform that advances 
the many ways music can be controlled, distributed, and played to enhance the in-store experience.  
 
The Combo player is PlayNetwork’s most versatile music player, capable of storing thousands of digital quality 
songs on its hard drive. Added flexibility comes from Combo’s ability to receive, store, and play custom branded 
music from dial-up Internet, broadband network (Ethernet) connection, or from CD-ROM uploads. This diverse set 
of distribution methods is especially useful to businesses planning to use private wide area connections between 
their stores to facilitate efficient content management and delivery. 
 
The Combo player is part of PlayNetwork’s 400 Series suite of advanced music playback systems. The Combo 
player allows users to control how and when content is to be played at varied times of the day or in specific store 
zones.  
 
Features include: 

 Direct access to song and program information and control via a built-in 4-line,  
20-character Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 

 One or two zones of simultaneous music and/or messaging playback 
 Dynamic range and frequency response 

 
The Combo player also incorporates all the unique playback capabilities of PlayNetwork’s earlier innovations, 
including random song shuffling and playback for added variety, dayparting, consistent volume balance, and 
program rich mixing. The Combo player is a practical, high-performance digital music system that enables leading 
brands to Turn On the in-store entertainment experience for their customers.  
 
More information on PlayNetwork’s products and services is available at www.playnetwork.com. 
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